All the students and staff members of Suryadatta CelebrateRastriyaEkta Divas by
Pledging for Social, Economical and Ethical Equality among all and thereby Achieving
Peace, Prosperity and Progress of the Nation.
In Suryadatta Group of Institutes, Bavdhan Campus, Birth Anniversary of SardarVallabh Bhai
Patel was celebrated as RastriyaEktaDivas by organizing various events by the students and staff
from morning till afternoon. The best part of this celebration was that the students from K.G. to
P.G. and staff from the level of Peons to Professors united together to celebrate this special day.
In fact inSuryadatta this is a usual and normal pattern of functioning.
In the morning the students and staffof Suryadatta National School and Junior College took out a
Rally expressing their solidarity for the Unity of the Nation. The theme of the Rally was ‘ We
are Different Colors but One Rainbow.’
The citizens applauded the Rally enroute because it reflected the innocence and purity of
children’s heart. The Rally ended with a meeting at SuryadattaBavdhan Campus wherein floral
tributes were offered to the portrait of Sardar Patel.
Dr. S.B. Chordiya addressed the Rally by explaining greatness of Iron man of India,
SardarVallabh Bhai Patel who was the first Deputy Prime Minister and Home Minister of
Republic of India. He impressed upon the audience that it was possible to integrate all the 600
princely states in One United India only because of strategic leadership of Sardar Patel and
therefore Sardar Patelwas known as Chankya of Indian Politics.
Dr. Chordiya told audience that SardarVallabh Bhai Patel was interested not only in
Geographical unity of the country but removal of social inequality and all Indians working
unitedly, as children of Mother India.
The pledge by students and staff:
The students and the staff of Suryadattapledged to dedicate themselves to preserve the unity,
integrity and security of the country.
The resolution by the staff:
The staff of Suryadatta resolved that they would strive through their ethical behavior to groom
and mentor the students to make them responsible citizens of the country and better human
beings of the entire mankind.
The resolution by the students:
The students also resolved that they would be punctual in all activities respect their teachers and
parents. They will also help their juniors to emerge as conquers and shun from negative activities

like ragging, negative habits etc. Their each step will be towards Clean India and Healthy India
and they will make their Mother India proud for having such gems as her citizens.
The program ended with Management and fun games in which students and staff of all the levels
joined and enjoyed thoroughly.

